
EP Schools COVID Facility Rental Guidelines (Updated from 8/21/20 meeting) 

 

Our district admin team met to discuss handling facility rentals as we approach school starting.  We decided on 

some key items and will bring this discussion back to the school board.  The below items apply thru September 

only.  The School Board will discuss at their meetings and provide input as we move through the school year.  

 

Basics: 

*Non-Essential Visitors cannot enter the building (spectators, walkers, etc) 

*Only EP Associations will be able to rent INDOOR EP School’s facility spaces  

*No competition/games can occur for INDOOR EP School’s Facility spaces 

*OUTDOOR EP School’s facility spaces can continue to be rented; so long as they follow EP School’s procedures and 

MDH Procedures  

 

The rest of the document is meant to help Eden Prairie Associations guide the intricacies of handling COVID-19. 

Hopefully it provides some answers to questions that you have.  The supporting attachments will also be of 

assistance.  

 

1). SHUTDOWN -  If school is forced to go online b/c of COVID-19 outbreaks and/or the City’s numbers rise into the 

zone of mandatory online learning, then all facility rentals will be shut down.  The district will decide when rentals 

can resume.  

 

2).  LIABILITY - for activity registration, our school district used the MSHSL’s COVID-19 notice.  We did not use a 

liability waiver specifically designed for COVID-19.  MSHSL designed the notice in discussions with their legal team. 

(SEE ATTACHMENT #1) 

 

3).  PROCEDURES - Please see attached procedures detailing COVID-19 Preparedness which are subject to change. 

You must follow all of these protocols, or adopt more stringent measures.  (SEE ATTACHMENT #2) 

 

4).  MASKS - Coaches and anyone helping to facilitate programming (organization, tryouts, etc) must wear a mask at 

all times inside/outside.  Participants must wear a mask into the building and when exiting the building. Masks 

should be worn when warming up, doing in place ball handling, or anything that is not exerting.  Masks can be taken 

off when the exertion makes it hard to breathe.  

Outside participants should wear a mask to the field, and then put their masks back on when exiting 

practice/games.  

 

 

5).  SCHOOL COVID POLICIES + COMMUNICATION 

Renters will be responsible for: 

● Tracking participant attendance for potential contact tracing and taking temperatures as part of EP Schools’ 

COVID-19 Preparedness plan (we may ask you for these records as a follow up for contact tracing) 

● Coordinating with MDH and making the initial report 

● Notifying us immediately of any positive tests among participants 

● Communicating with the participants who were potentially exposed during their activity 

 



Below is a summary of EP Schools’ COVID Protocol that came from MDH on symptoms, positive cases and what to 

do 

*if anyone reports any COVID-19 related symptoms they must quarantine for 10 days and the last 3 calendar days 

must be symptom free to return to participation -  even if they get tested and results are negative. Symptoms 

include new onset of cough or shortness of breath by themselves OR at least 2 of the following: fever 

(100.4ºF or higher), chills, muscle pain, sore throat, loss of sense of smell or taste, and gastrointestinal 

symptoms of diarrhea, vomiting, or nausea.  

(Error on the side of caution, if they report just loss of smell, we know now that that is a classic symptom 

of COVID-19 and have them quarantine.  

*if there is a  positive case, they have to be quarantined for 10 days and be symptom free for the last 3 days to 

return to participation. 

*With a positive case, then you need to do contact tracing on who could have been within 6ft for more than 15 min. 

This is what MDH calls a close contact.  Anyone who would apply as a close contact would then have to quarantine 

for 14 days from the last date of contact even if they go get tested and the results come back as negative.  

*Also with a positive test, you will need to identify which areas the positive case interacted in, and have our 

maintenance department thoroughly clean the area.  Will need to investigate about close contacts from 48 hours 

prior to a positive case being symptomatic 

*With a positive, MDH has template letters that notify participants that there was a positive test (can’t identify 

who). You will need to send these out to participants that were in the area.  

*If you identify close contacts, then there is also another letter from MDH that tells them that they need to 

quarantine for 14 days.  You will also need to send these out to participants that were in the area. 

*Please communicate with me on any positive test that you are made aware of thru your activities.  

(SEE 3rd and 4th ATTACHMENTS FOR TEMPLATES) 

 

Here are two scenarios that we shared with our coaches at HS level.  Feel free to use and share with your coaches. 

(change the names, but keep student activities in the communication loop.) 

 

Scenario #1: At practice/game, a participant reports symptoms related to COVID-19 or has temp above 100.3. 

1).  Have participant go home if they drove. If the participant was dropped off, have them wait in a safe space away 

from others until they can get picked up. Call parents/guardians and notify that you are sending their kid home and 

the school will follow up with them.  

2).  Report to Mike, Jummy or Andrew 

3).  Student Activities will follow up with District Admin team, who will contact MDH. 



4).  We will communicate with all involved (parents, participant, coaches, other participants if necessary) on proper 

follow up procedures that are directives of MDH.  

  

Scenario #2: Parent emails you at night saying that their son/daughter is experiencing symptoms related to 

COVID-19 or has temp above 100.3. 

1).  Have the parent keep their son/daughter at home and not attend school/practice and advise to get tested.  

2).  Report to Mike, Jummy or Andrew 

3).  Student Activities will follow up with District Admin team, who will contact MDH. 

4).  We will communicate with all involved (parents, participant, coaches, other participants if necessary) on proper 

follow up procedures that are directives of MDH.  

 

6).  CLEANING: We are consulting local districts and our facilities department and likely will be assessing a cleaning 

fee per use.  

 


